
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

OF THE STATE OF COLORADO

* * * * *

IN THE MATTER OF PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY

OF COLORADO FOR APPROVAL OF ITS 2010

RENEWABLE ENERGY STANDARD

COMPLIANCE PLAN

)

) DOCKET NO. 09A-772E

)
)

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF COLORADO'S COMPLIANCE

FILING CONCERNING THE CALCULATION OF THE WINDSOURCE

PREMIUM AS REQUIRED BY DECISION NO. C10-1221

Public Service Company of Colorado ("Public Service" or the "Company"),

hereby makes this compliance filing concerning the calculation of the 2010

Windsource premium, as required by Decision No. C10-1221 (November 10,

2010). In support hereof, Public Service states as follows:

I. INTRODUCTION

In Commission Decisions No. C10-1221 and C10-1033 (September 23,

2010), the Commission accepted the Company's proposal concerning the

calculation of the Windsource premium . Pursuant to these Decisions, Public

Service is to provide a calculation of the 2010 Windsource premium using the

method approved in Docket No. 08A-260E. If the calculation results in a

Windsource premium that is within 20%, plus or minus , of the current

Windsource premium, then no change is to be made to the Windsource premium

for the remainder of 2010 or 2011. If the calculated premium is more than 20%

higher or lower than the existing premium, Public Service is required to submit an

advice letter, customer notice and tariff sheets changing the Windsource
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premium . Irrespective of whether the Windsource premium is changed for the

remainder of 2010 and 2011 , Public Service will also calculate a new 2012

Windsource premium and file it with the Company's 2012 Renewable Energy

Standard Compliance Plan, currently scheduled to be filed in May 2011.

Public Service has calculated the Windsource premium for 2010 as

directed and the result is not 20% higher or lower than the existing premium .

Consequently, we are proposing no change to the Windsource premium for the

remainder of 2010 or 2011.

In this compliance filing, Public Service explains how the Windsource

premium is calculated . We also set forth the results of that calculation for 2010.

Pursuant to the decisions approving our 2010 RES Compliance Plan and

granting us a waiver from the requirement to file a 2011 RES Compliance Plan,

the current rate shall remain in effect until such time as it is reviewed and, if

required, changed as part of the Commission's review of our 2012 RES

Compliance Plan. See Decision Nos. R10-586, p. 32, 135; C10-1033, p. 14, '11

43; C10-1221 , p. 4, 11; and, C10-1257, p. 4, 8,

II. OVERVIEW OF HOW THE WINDSOURCE PREMIUM IS CALCULATED

There are three steps to calculating the Windsource premium. The first step is to

determine the average five year incremental cost of adding new sources of renewable

energy to the Company's system . The incremental cost of these new sources of

renewable energy is equal to the total system cost of the portfolio that includes these

new renewable resources compared to the total system costs of the portfolio with these
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resources removed and replaced with traditional thermal generation . To calculate this

incremental cost, we use our STRATEGIST model to develop a RES Plan, which

contains incremental renewable resources, and a No RES Plan, which removes the

incremental renewable resources and replaces them with fossil-fuel-based resources.

The difference between the total system cost of the two STRATEGIST runs shows the

incremental cost each year of new renewable energy. From these same model runs we

determine the total number of megawatt hours of additional of renewable generation.

The total incremental cost is then divided by the megawatt hours of the additional

renewable energy and is expressed in dollars per megawatt hour. We then take a five

year average of these incremental costs to determine the starting point of the

Windsource premium . This analysis is set forth on Attachment B and is explained in

more detail below.

The second step in developing the Windsource premium is to determine the

incremental cost of the pre-existing Windsource resources that the Company had

acquired under the old Windsource program (prior to the establishment of the new

program in spring 2009) because these resources are still used to serve Windsource

subscriptions. This incremental cost is developed in the same way, by a comparison

between a RES Plan containing these resources and a No RES Plan where these

resources are removed and replaced by fossil-fueled resources. The energy produced

by these pre-existing wind resources is used to develop the incremental cost of these

resources on a dollar per megawatt hour basis and is averaged over five years. This

analysis is set forth on Attachment C and is discussed more below.

The third step is to combine the incremental cost results of the new resources
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(Attachment B) and the pre-existing Windsource resources (Attachment C) to develop

the Windsource premium. After the total incremental cost is determined, Public Service

takes into account that Windsource customers have already paid for some of their

renewable energy through the tariff rates. In the case of 2010, as shown on Attachment

B, 14.5% of the energy supplied to our retail customers is predicted to be supplied from

renewable energy. As a consequence, a 100% Windsource customer needs to pay a

premium to acquire only 85.5% of the customer's energy, not 100% of the energy. To

give our customers proper credit for the renewable energy already in the tariff rates, we

multiply the 2010 total incremental cost of the renewable energy by 85.5% and charge

that lower premium on 100% of the Windsource energy subscribed by each customer.

(85.5% premium x 100% energy =100% premium x 85.5% energy) . This calculation is

set forth on Attachment B.

III. EXPLANATION OF ATTACHMENT A

Attachment A was filed in this Docket to show how the modeling assumptions

have changed over time since the development of the Windsource rate in Docket No.

08A-260E. The first column shows the resource planning assumptions (gas prices, coal

prices, imputed carbon dioxide emission costs, and wind integration costs) and the

resource expansion plan assumed when the Company filed our application in Docket

No. 08A-260E. The Commission approved the Company's method for calculation the

Windsource premium in Decision No. R09-0117 (February 5, 2009) . The second column

shows how these assumptions were then updated when the Company put into effect

our first Windsource premium under this new program in 2009 after the issuance of

Decision No. R09-0117. For the 2009 Windsource premium, we used the same
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modeling assumptions used in the modeling of the 2009 RES Compliance Plan. The

third column updates all assumptions to those used when the Company filed our 2010

RES Compliance Plan. The fourth column uses the same expansion plan resources as

used in our 2010 RES Compliance Plan, but updates the gas price , coal price , and wind

integration cost assumptions to November 2010 for purposes of calculating the

Windsource premium for the remainder of 2010 and 2011. In calculating the

Windsource premium for this compliance filing, Public Service used the model ing

assumptions in the fourth column.

The resource expansion plan used for the 2010 RES Compliance Plan and the

development of the 2010-2011 Windsource premium is the latest approved resource

plan from Docket No. 07A-447E - portfolio #5 . While Public Service has filed an

application to amend this plan (in Docket No.1 OA-377E), that application has not yet

been approved by the Commission. Until the Commission approves a change, the

Company believes it is appropriate to use the most recently approved resource plan for

this compliance filing .

IV. EXPLANATION OF ATTACHMENTS BAND C

Attachment B shows the results of the RES-No RES modeling for the new

renewable resources (the expansion plan identified in the fourth column on Attachment

A). The incremental costs of renewable energy and the incremental gigawatt hours of

the renewable energy, for each year from 2010 through 2014, are set forth. The five

year average dollar per megawatt hour incremental cost of the new renewable

resources is estimated to be $28.48. Attachment B presents the same method as was

set forth on Exhibit KJH-1 and approved in Docket No. 08A-260E.
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Next, please turn to Attachment Co Attachment C develops the incremental costs

of the pre-existing (pre-2009) Windsource assets. These assets were all wind facilities.

Attachment C presents the same method as was set forth on Exhibit K..IH-2 and

approved in Docket 08A-260E. Attachment C shows the incremental cost results from

the RES-No RES modeling for these pre-existing assets, for each year from 2010

through 2014 , the energy estimated to be produced from these wind facilities, and the

resulting dollar per megawatt hour incremental costs per year from these wind facilities.

The five year average incremental cost of these facilities is estimated to be $18.06.

Next , continuing on Attachment C, Public Service determines how much less

expensive the energy from the pre-existing Windsource facilities is estimated to be

compared with the energy from the new renewable resources. Recall that the

incremental cost from the new facilities on Attachment B was estimated to be $28.48.

The incremental cost of the pre-existing facilities is estimated to be $18.06. This results

in a difference in incremental cost per megawatt hour of $10.42. We multiply that

difference by the annual average energy produced by these pre-existing assets

(143,970 MWH) to develop the Average Annual Incremental Cost Adjustment of [

$1 ,500,050]. This amount is divided by the 2011 projected Windsource sales to derive

an Annual Incremental Cost Adjustment per Windsource MWH of [- $6.64].

Returning now to Attachment B, the Annual Incremental Cost Adjustment of the

pre-exisitinq Windsource assets is added (in this case because it is a negative number it

is subtracted) to Annual Incremental Cost of the new renewable resources to derive a

total incremental cost per MWH of $21 .85.

Now, to complete the third step . To provide Windsource customers a credit for
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the amount of renewable energy already incorporated into the retail tariff rates, the total

incremental cost is multiplied by 85.5% (100% - retail % of renewable energy) to obtain

$18 .68, which is the calculation of the 2010 Windsource premium.

To determine if the Windsource premium should be modified, Public Service then

compared $18.68 with the current 2009 Windsource premium of $21.16 . The difference

between these two premiums is $2.48 or 12%, within the plus or minus 20% bandwidth.

As such, no change is proposed at this time to the Windsource rate for 2010 or 2011.

Public Service will update this premium calculation in May 2011 with the filing of

the 2012 RES Compliance Plan. The updated premium, if it is different by more than

20% from the current premium, would be charged in 2012.

Dated this 14th day of December, 2010 .

Respectfully submitted,

J -:
/ )/ / L e./C.L t.

Paula M. Connelly #14451
Managing Attorney
Xcel Energy Services Inc.
1800 Larimer Street , Suite 1100
Denver, Colorado 80202
Telephone: (303) 294-2222
Fax: (303) 294-2988
Email: paula.connelly@xcelenergy.com

ATTORNEY FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
COMPANY OF COLORADO
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Calculation of Windsource Premium

Docket: 09A·772E

Attachment B

5-Year

2010·2014
Averages

Incremental Cost $/MWh $28.48

Credit from Attachment C $lWh ·$6.64

Total Incremental Cost $/MWh $21.85

Renew % Retail 14.50%

I
2010 Rate $/MWh Change Percenl changeI

WindSource Premium $/MWh $18.68 $21.16 $248 12%

1 2 3 4 5

Incremental Incremental Incremental

YEAR Cost $ GWH Cost $/MWh

2010 $13,193,000 85 $155.59

2011 $21,547,000 1,096 $19.66
2012 $32,877,000 2.009 $16.36

2013 $52,424 ,000 2,460 $21.31

2014 $125,040,290 2,954 $42.32
2010 Tolal Renewable MWh 4,433.934

5 year Tolal $245,081,290 8,604 $28.48 2010 Tolal Retail MWh 30,582,880

Retail Renewable % 14.5%

5 year Avg. $49,016,258 1,721

Windsource Premium Calculation

To determin e the final Windsource premium, spread the Incremental Cost $/MWh for the
non-renewable energy MWh (1- Renew %Retail) over 100% of the MWh.

Windsource Prernlurn > Incremental Cost (5 year average) multiplied by the ratio of (100% - Renew% Relail)/100%
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Docket: 09A-772E

Attachment C

Incremental Cost Analysis of Existing Windsource Assets

1

Incremental Cost Adjustment $/MWh

2

5-Year

2010-2014

Averages

$18.06

3 4

YEAR

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

5 year Total

Windsource Inc Cost 1

$3,416 ,000

$3,221,000

$3,254,000

$2,210,000

$903 ,000

$13 ,004,000

Windsource

MWh

143,880

143,880

144,331

143,880

143,880

719 ,852

$/MWh INC Cost

$23.74

$22.39

$22.55

$15.36

$6.28

$18.06

Incremental Cost of all renewable energy assts from Attachment B

Difference

Annual average Windsource energy

Windsource premium credit

2011 Projected Windsource sales

Windsource premium credit $/MWh

1 With and Without Ponnequin & Ridgecrest

Both models include RES resources

$28.48

-$10.42

143,970

-$1,500,050

226,000

-$6.64



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
09A-772E

I hereby certify that on this, the 14th day of December 2010, the foregoing "PUBLIC
SERVICE COMPANY OF COLORADO'S COMPLIANCE FlUNG CONCERNING THE
CALCULATION OF THE WINDSOURCE PREMIUM AS REQUIRED BY DECISION
NO. C10-1221 7T was e-filed with the Colorado Public Utilities Commission and served
upon each of the persons appearing below through the Colorado Public Utilities
Commission e-filing system or by other means in accordance with applicable law:

Doug Dean , Director
Colorado Public Utilities Commission
1560 Broadway, Suite 250
Denver , CO 80202

and a courtesy copy was forwarded, in Adobe .pdf format, to the following :

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

Baca, Roxane
Beckett, David
Botterud, Anne
Brandt King , Michelle
Brolis , Eriks
Camp, Gene
Corbetta, Richard
CoSEIA Executive Director
Cox, Craig
Dalton , Bill
Davis, Ron
Fanyo, Richard
Futch , Matt
Gilliam , Rick
Glustrom, Leslie
Goad, Jerry
Gordon, Holly
Harrington, Robert
Lyng , Jeff
Mandell , Victoria
Nelson, Thorvald
Perkins, Susan
Reasoner, John
Tormoen Hickey, Lisa
Schlesinger, Jacob
Shafer, Frank
Southwick, Stephen
Watson-Weidner, Jean

roxane.baca@state.co.us
david.beckett@dora.state.co.us
anne.botterud@s ate.co.us
mbking@hollandhart.com
eriks.brolis@namas tesolar.com
eugene.camp@dora.state.co.us
rcorbetta@duffordbrown .com
director@coseia.org
cox@interwest.org

william.dalton@do ra.state.co.us
ronald.davis@ state.co.us
ti anyo@duffordbrown.com
maltfu lch@state.co.us
rgilliam@sunedisoll. com
Igtustrom@grnail.com
jerry.f1oad@state .co.us

l1olly@sunrunl1ome.com
rl@s fmplesolar.com
jeff.lyng@state .co.us
vmandell@westernresources.org
lnelson@holl andhart .com
stlsan@perkinsenergvlaw.com
[ohn.reasoner@d ora .state.co.us
lisahickey@coloradolawve rs.net
jacob.schlesinger@state.co .us
·rank.shafer@dora.state.co.us

stephen.southwick@state.co.us
jsww@stale.co.us

• Denotes persons who are being served with confident ial proprietary informa tion.
# Denotes persons who are being served with highly confidential information.
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And electronic copies per request to:

Anderson , Penny
Jamieson, Louann

* Mitchell , Chere
O'Riley , Kathleen
Jett , Philip
Rhetta-Fair, Melvena

* Schartz, Nancy M.

pennY@\Ivesternresources .org
Ijamieson@hollandhart.com
chere.mitchell@dora.state.co.us

koriley@hollandhart,corn
philip.ielt@state.co.us
melvena.rhetta-fair@state.co.Lls
nschartz@d uffordbrown,co tn

* Denotes persons who are being served with confidential proprietary information.
# Denotes persons who are being served with highly confidential information.
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Updated: 11/01/10


